Pittsburgh Musical Greats Inspire Collaboration

The Andrew Carnegie Free Library & Music Hall will collaborate with Stage 62 to present this year’s annual benefit on September 27, 2014. Broadway’s Other Steves… (via Pittsburgh) will pay homage to the extraordinary music of two Broadway giants named Stephen.

Composer Stephen Flaherty is a Dormont native and South Hills Catholic (now Seton-La Salle) alum. Composer/lyricist Stephen Schwartz graduated from Carnegie Mellon with a BFA in drama in 1968.

(The other Steve is named Sondheim.)

ACFL&MH Executive Director Maggie Forbes is very excited about partnering with Stage 62 – “They have such talent.” In a glowing review Pittsburgh City Paper’s Ted Hoover described Stage 62’s 2012 production of Sweeney Todd as “without question, the greatest Sweeney I’ve ever heard.” His review lauded the range, depth, musicality and talent of this “little theater company that could.”

Hoover and Forbes are not alone in their admiration. A community theater company does not survive, let alone thrive for 52 years without the passion and devotion of hundreds of avid thespians, directors, designers, crew, front of house workers – and everything in between! Equally important are the tens of thousands of people – toddlers through nonagenarians – who comprise the ever-evolving Stage 62 audience.

The Resident Theater Company of the ACFL&MH moved to the Music Hall in November 1990 with a production of Godspell. “I think it was when I saw Stage 62’s Merrily We Roll Along in the summer of 2003 that I fully grasped the potential of the Library & Music Hall… the magic was already here!” said Forbes.

And over the next ten-plus years, Forbes and Stage 62 President Rob James have become close colleagues and friends. They had kicked around the idea of a program focusing on Broadway’s three Steves for a few years. Each composer has written more than enough standout songs to warrant and evening all his own. However, the sheer magnitude of all three artists’ work made it seem a great artistic choice to focus on the perhaps less iconic

Day of Giving, May 6, 2014…Last Chance

The Day of Giving, The Pittsburgh Foundation’s on-line charitable giving platform, was first launched in October 2009. Nearly 20,000 donors contributed to their favorite non-profit organizations in 2013. The Library & Music Hall was part of the initiative from the get-go, and the ACFL&MH (along with 750 other non-profits in Allegheny, Butler and Westmoreland Counties) hopes not only to attract donors but also to secure matching funds from The Pittsburgh Foundation on the Day of Giving.

Participation in the Day of Giving – by non-profits and their supporters – has grown so much that the pool of matching funds, a major incentive for participation, cannot keep pace. After May 6 The Pittsburgh Foundation will be undergoing a comprehensive evaluation as to how or whether to proceed with this important initiative. You have from 6:00 a.m. to 12 midnight to log on to www.pittsburghgives.org/nonprofits (simply type “Andrew” in the search box and the Carnegie Carnegie will pop up.) Your credit card gift (Visa, Mastercard or Discover) of up to $1,000 will be matched to the extent that the reserve of match funds allows. Your continued generosity makes a significant difference to the Library & Music Hall. Contact Maggie Forbes at 412-276-3456, x8 if you have any questions.

Isabel Ford Returns as Board President

Returning ACFL&MH Board President, Isabel Ford, plus new Board members and officers, see page 2.
A Message to Library & Music Hall Supporters

Dear Friends,

Stories in this newsletter highlight the special relationship that the Andrew Carnegie Free Library & Music Hall has with its community. The March 27 celebration of Carnegie’s 120th Anniversary wasn’t a Library & Music Hall event, it wasn’t a Borough event, nor was it a Historical Society of Carnegie event. Rather, an ad hoc group of people came together to mark a milestone and to honor Marcella McGrogan. What better place for the event than the beautiful historic landmark facility that was Andrew Carnegie’s enduring thank you gift to the Borough that took his name?

The ACFL&MH’s relationship with its resident companies – Carnegie Performing Arts Center and Stage 62 – is enhanced by the fact that we serve shared constituencies. Working with Stage 62 to produce the Library & Music Hall’s annual benefit in September is an important development in this relationship. We hope to see you here on September 27!

ACFL&MH patron and lifelong Carnegie resident Jennifer Kwiecien has been offering popular Zentangle workshops to enthusiastic participants since March. She also teaches one-on-one computer tutorials, meeting individual students at their skill levels. The ACFL&MH and its patrons are the beneficiaries of Jennifer’s passion for lifelong learning and enthusiasm for sharing her talents and interests.

Our Annual Civil War event took place on April 5. The Espy Post binds the ACFL&MH with the defining chapter of our nation’s history. It also attracts people from throughout the region and generates a great deal of publicity and interest. The ACFL&MH is embarking on a collaboration with Carlynton history teacher Rachel Foltz and her students that we hope will evolve into an ongoing and meaningful “Partners in Education” initiative between the Library & Music Hall and the school district.

We are reminded that libraries are about sharing, empowerment—and community.

Thank you for your support,

Isabel J. Ford
President, Board of Directors

Maggie Forbes
Executive Director

New Faces on the Board

The ACFL&MH Board of Trustees elected four new members at its Annual Meeting on March 26, and also elected a new slate of officers. Isabel Ford, a Carlynton High School graduate and Senior Vice President for PNC, is returning to the board after a four-year hiatus. Kathleen Roman Green is a clinical social worker in private practice. A Carnegie native with deep family roots in the community, she has a wide range of community volunteer experience, including serving as President of Rosslyn Farms Borough Council. As Managing Partner of Moretti, Moretti & Fritz, LLC, long time ACFL&MH booster Lisa Moretti is a very familiar face in Carnegie. Jordan Parkerton-Gross, a Brooklyn native, now lives in Rosslyn Farms. A stay at home mom with two young children, she appreciates how important the Library & Music Hall is to the community – ever expanding – that it serves.

Councilman Mike Sarsfield is also returning to the board as a new ex-officio member.

Officers’ terms last one year, though they may be re-elected as long as they are members of the Board. There are four new officers this year. Because of her past experience (six years on the Board and one as President) Isabel Ford was elected President. Ryann Cindrich was elected Vice-President; Bob Moll, Treasurer; and John Luke, Secretary. Outgoing President Amanda Sargent, who remains on the Board, said, “We are especially grateful to Isabel for taking on this leadership role, but she is leading a great group!”

The ACFL&MH thanks outgoing members Sue Demko, Jim Denova, Jennifer Highfield and Karyn Rok for their service.


James sees the collaboration as a natural next step for Stage 62 and the Library & Music Hall.

“It’s not every day you get the opportunity to call a Carnegie Hall home. So, it’s with a great deal of anticipation, pride and excitement that I introduce myself as the new Music Hall and Rental Manager at the Carnegie Carnegie. It’s my charge to diversify programming and inject new life into the hall and related facilities, all while remaining faithful to the theatre companies, art communities, and productions that have written history in Carnegie with us. We don’t need to reinvent the wheel, no, but, with a tune-up, this old beauty will go even further than we could have imagined.

Part of this renewed focus will revolve around new directions in music, which already is exciting local promoters, but also include a revamped dedication to providing top-quality spaces and services to the people who use our facilities for everything from talent shows and dance recitals to weddings and baby showers. We’re always going to be your Carnegie Carnegie.

So, as I learn which keys lead to which corridors, I invite you to stop by for a tour or to see a show. The past may be prologue but our best days lie ahead of us!

**Welcome to New Staff Members**

The ACFL&MH welcomes two new employees. Library patrons will see Circulation Clerk Melissa Beall at the circulation desk Tuesdays - Fridays. She has emerged – hooray – as the Library’s computer expert! Justin Vellucci, the ACFL&MH’s new Music Hall and Rental Manager, introduces himself below.

**Collaboration, from page 1.**

Come to the ACFL&MH at 6:00 p.m. on Tuesdays and you’ll find a group of people in the Reception Hall engaged in what Jennifer Kwiecien calls “mindful doodling.” Zentangle is the practice of drawing structured, repetitive patterns to create beautiful images. According to Kwiecien the process “is meditative, relaxing, creative, helps develop decision-making and focusing skills, is social and fun!” Apparently the ten or so participants who show up each week agree with her. What began as a month-long series offered in March shows no signs of waning interest.

“What I like best about this program,” says Executive Director Maggie Forbes, “is that Jennifer came to us, wanting to share her enthusiasm for Zentangle with others. She took it upon herself to expand Library programming.”

A lifelong Carnegie resident, Kwiecien has a B.S. in chemistry and has worked in computers – both teaching and providing I.T. services – for the last 20 years. She went to Immaculate Conception School, (where Solid Rock Foundation Ministries is now at the bottom of the Library’s hill) and says the Library has always been an important part of her life. “It just popped as the place where I would want to volunteer.”

In addition to teaching Zentangle, Kwiecien also offers private computer instruction. Sign up at the circulation desk!

Her classes are free. She’s thinking about developing a technical advice workshop about the best computer, smart phone or other device to best meet participants’ needs. “There’s so much out there. It helps to hone in on your choices,” says Kwiecien.
Artifact No. 48 in the 1911 catalog of artifacts – “Cotton” – describes one of the most poignant relics in the Espy Post. The entry states: *Was picked from the cotton bushes in 1881 by W. H. H. Lea, late Lieutenant of Co. I, 112th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers while on a visit to the Virginia battlefield (Petersburg), from the narrow strip of ground between the Union and rebel lines and directly in front of the rebel fort at Petersburg, Va., blown up July 30, 1864. Over this ground the charging columns passed. Almost every foot of this ground was covered with Union dead or stained by as brave blood as ever flowed from the veins of American soldiers.*

By 1864, Americans were war weary and without success. Union commander Ulysses S. Grant tried repeatedly to outmaneuver Robert E. Lee, take Richmond, and finally end the war. The struggle continued as two exhausted armies settled in for what was the longest military event of the Civil War – the Richmond-Petersburg Campaign. Petersburg, VA was an important supply center for the Confederacy and was considered the “back door” to Richmond, being only 25 miles south of the Confederate capital. Most of the railroads that tied Richmond to the South came through Petersburg bringing goods through the blockade to Confederate soldiers and citizens alike and sending the South’s cash crop – King Cotton – back through the blockade to textile mills worldwide. If Grant could occupy the city before Gen. Robert E. Lee got there, the Union would have the upper hand and bring the Confederacy to its knees.

In the spring of 1864, soldiers on both sides settled in for what turned out to be nine months of trench warfare -- digging into the earth, carving mazes of earthworks, trenches, and redoubts. To break the stalemate, Henry Pleasants, Lieut. Colonel of the 48th Pennsylvania Infantry and a mining engineer from Pennsylvania in civilian life, proposed digging a long mine shaft underneath the Confederate lines and planting explosive charges directly underneath them.

Digging began in mid-June. After weeks of preparation, at 4:44 AM on July 30 the charges exploded, blowing a gap in the Confederate defenses. The crater (still visible today) was created, 170 feet long, 100 to 120 feet wide, and at least 30 feet deep. What followed was chaos. The explosion immediately killed hundreds of Confederate soldiers and in the confusion Union troops became trapped inside the smoking pit in what Confederate Brig. General William Mahone called a “turkey shoot.” Casualties and losses exceeded 5,000 with the United States Colored Troops taking a heavy loss. Considered a Confederate victory, Grant called it “the saddest affair I have witnessed in this war.”

Long before the area was designated as the Petersburg National Battlefield in 1926, veterans of the Civil War, like W.H.H. Lea, visited the site of the Battle of the Crater. Re-enactments were held in 1903 and 1937 which attracted thousands of Union and Confederate veterans. The Espy Post’s 133 year old relic stands as a witness to that horrific event. The Petersburg Cotton artifact is the featured display through Labor Day.
The ACFL&MH’s annual Civil War Living History event took place April 5. Hundreds of people took part in the rich programming that included a keynote address “The Dead Lay All Around,” re-enactors, special exhibits, authors, tours of Chartiers Cemetery, sutlers and a performance by the Almost Famous blue grass band. Heartfelt thanks to all contributors to the program, and to the generosity of Massey Charitable Trust and WesBanco.
On December 28, 2013, Lenora Nemetz dazzled audience members with her one-woman tour de force performance Lenora Nemetz Brings Broadway to Carnegie Carnegie Hall! Pittsburgh’s queen of song and dance enthralled audiences with her talent, her spirit, stories of her amazing career – and her inimitable energy! Thanks to the efforts of a great committee, generous sponsors, attendees and donors, and a deservedly beloved performer, the ACFL&MH’s annual benefit raised more than $41,000!

Many thanks to MediaQuest for help with all its staging needs.
On March 1, 1894 the boroughs of Chartiers and Mansfield legally merged to become Carnegie Borough. On March 27, 2014 the community at large came together to celebrate the Borough's 120th anniversary. Jazz legend Joe Negri and his trio put on a memorable performance in the Music Hall and the evening paid special tribute to Historical Society of Carnegie's iconic founder and retired Executive Director Marcella McGrogan. It was a night to remember! Proceeds from the evening were split between the Historical Society and seed money for Carnegie’s 125th anniversary.

**Event Committee**
Steve Beuter  
Councilman Phil Boyd  
Councilman Pat Catena  
Frank Corrado  
Councilwoman Carol Covi  
Councilwoman Sue Demko  
Linda D’Angelo  
Councilman Rick D’Loss  
Maggie Forbes  
Bernadette Kazmarski  
Mayor Jack Kobistek  
Rose Kutsenkow  
Joanne Letcher  
Dan McGrogan  
Marjorie O’Brien  
Marlene Smith Pendleton  
Mary Ann Paff  
Lynn Pascoe  
Bob Podurgiel  
Gwen Popovich  
Phil Salvato  
Councilman Mike Sarsfield  
Haywood Vincent

**Event Sponsors**
Andrew Carnegie Free Library & Music Hall  
Bob’s Diner  
Carnegie Borough  
Carnegie-Collier Rotary  
Carnegie Community Development Corporation  
Clay Place at Standard  
Richard D’Loss  
Heidelberg Borough  
Rose Kutsenkow  
Lantek Computer Services  
Leo J. Henney Funeral Home  
The McGrogan Family  
The Medicine Shoppe  
M.S. Designs, Inc.  
Diane Parker Moore  
Moretti Moretti & Fritz  
Off the Wall Theater  
Papa J’s Pizza & Pasta Factory  
PNC Bank  
Wilke & Associates

**Event Donors**
Darrell Alfred  
Sharon Carothers  
Helen Cridge  
Sally Ford  
Maggie Forbes  
Clare Goetz  
Harry T. Meyer  
Media Quest  
Charles Queenan  
Bob Podurgiel  
Eileen Reed  
Mary Ann & Shag Shaughnessy  
Mark Springfield  
Samantha Strenger  
Robert Taylor
Woman’s Club Makes Third Gift to ACFL&MH

The Woman’s Club of Upper St. Clair organized in 1948 around the mission of helping others. Their motto is that among the great essentials of life are “Something to Do; Something to Love and Something to Hope For.”

Member and Collier Township resident Judy Gardner introduced the Library & Music Hall to the Club, which recently made its third and very generous gift of $1,000, this time to enhance children’s programming.

“We are so grateful,” says Executive Director Maggie Forbes, “that the Club recognizes the important the ACFL&MH’s services and programs.”

Club members built a handsome building on donated property on Edgewood Drive in Upper St. Clair. For years Club membership averaged about 300 women. Members earned money for charitable giving and to purchase and maintain their building by hosting benefits, wedding receptions, family celebrations and other community activities at the clubhouse. Each year sizeable donations have been presented to various libraries and nonprofits groups and agencies throughout Western Pennsylvania.

Over the years membership declined, and when the cost of maintaining the clubhouse became an issue, the decision was made to sell it. Profits from the sale of the clubhouse are now being generously given away by the women who worked so hard to purchase and maintain the clubhouse. Close to $250,000 has been given away in scholarships, to libraries and various regional nonprofits since the clubhouse was sold in 2007.

“Camaraderie is so important to getting things done,” said Ms. Gardner, who is the Club’s President Elect. “We still meet monthly at Christ United Methodist Church in Bethel Park for lunch and an engaging program. [Espy Post Curator] Diane Klinefelter was a great speaker!”

Just who is that short guy in the shorts?

Spring is here and with summer not far behind it’s time to pull out the shorts and get ready to embrace the warm weather here at AC Free.

For those of you who don’t know me, I am Nathaniel Grey Wyrick, though most folks tend to call me Nate. I have been the Interim Library Director and Archivist since June of 2013.

When I was first asked to step in as Director last year, I admit I hesitated about taking on such a huge responsibility. But I have found this job to be one of the most rewarding as well as challenging jobs that I have ever had. I also found this community to be very warm and welcoming and I’ve become a resident of Carnegie myself.

There seems to be a common misconception that librarians are glasses-wearing nerds who sit and pass their day reading. While we do enjoy plenty of access to many amazing materials (and most of us truly are nerds), librarians are a special breed and we must wear many hats daily. I want to hear your suggestions.

As Director I am responsible for ordering and purchasing all the new materials that we add to our collection. I spend a lot of time carefully selecting books, movies and audiobooks that I think will be popular with our patrons. But, there may be new items that I overlook or specialty items that I may not know about, and I strongly encourage each of you to put the bug in my ear. If you have a book or movie that you would like to see the Library purchase, please don’t hesitate to call, email me or stop in and see me and let me know. We’re here to serve this community and your feedback is very important to me.

How may I help you?

We here at AC Free pride ourselves on our customer service and our ability to offer our patrons assistance. We offer help with job searches, faxing, school research—our patrons’ requests vary each and every day. All you have to do is ask for a bit of help and if I cannot find the answer you are looking for, I will track it down. Libraries are in the information business.

Never a dull moment.

In a public environment like the Library, things routinely occur that you can never anticipate. I spend a significant amount of time taking phone calls, answering emails and other tasks that require me to work from my office. But, when things break or accidents happen, it is my responsibility to make sure that everyone is okay and that the Library continues to run as smoothly as possible. Don’t be surprised to see me outside pulling weeds with volunteers or clearing snow from sidewalks in the cold months. I have brought books to patrons who have fallen ill. Some days I am a shoulder to cry on and other days I find myself sharing in joyous experiences with the good folks of this community.

Every day here at AC Free brings us something new and different. I strongly encourage you to stop by and experience it with us!
Upcoming Programming

Some of the Happenings at the Library & Music Hall. www.carnegiecarnegie.com is the best place to find the most current information on upcoming programming at the ACFL&MH. Below is a list of performances booked to date. Please visit www.carnegiecarnegie.org or contact the presenting organizations for the most up to date information. Information is subject to change.

Summer Reading

Fizz, Boom, Read: This year’s Summer Reading Program will be sci-en-terrific! Sign up the week of June 2 to take part in programming that introduces the scientific method and involves some experiments. The wrap-up party will be August 21. Math4U and Science4U for children entering kindergarten take place Mondays and Wednesdays from 10-11. Call (412) 276-3456, x 7 to reserve a space. Babies and Books continues Tuesdays at 10:30. Thursdays Storytime with Craft is also at 10:30 and is for pre-school through primary ages.

Ask Ms. Jolynne about Ike, the Reading Dog...he wants you to read to him!

In the Music Hall

Doubt, A Parable: Stage 62. May 9-11, 16-18. Friday and Saturday at 8:00 p.m.; Sunday at 2:00 p.m. www.stage62.org, 412-429-6262

Catch a Rising Star: Carnegie Performing Arts Center. May 31-June 1. Saturday at 8:00 p.m., Sunday at 2:00 p.m. www.carnegieperformingartscenter.com, 412-279-8887

Broadway & Beyond: Karen Prunzik’s Broadway Performing Arts. June 6-7, 7:00 p.m. www.prunziksbroadwaydancestudio.com, 412-920-1841

Annie: Just Dance Conservatory. June 10-11, 7:00 p.m. www.justdanceconservatory.com, 724-302-9827

A Woman Scorned: A Dance Murder Mystery, Mansfield Conservatory West, June 14, 7:00 p.m. www.manconwestllc.com 412-877-0046

Sideshow: Stage 62. July 18-20, 25-27. Friday and Saturday at 8:00 p.m.; Sunday at 2:00 p.m. www.stage62.org, 412-429-6262

Broadway’s Other Steves…(via Pittsburgh): ACFL&MH’s annual benefit features the music of Stephen Flaherty and Stephen Schwartz, September 27, 8:00 p.m. 412-276-3456, x 8

The Sorcerer: Pittsburgh Savoyards. October 10-12, 16-19, Thursday-Saturday 8:00 p.m., Sunday at 2:30 p.m. www.pittsburghsavoyards.org, 412-734-8467

Kyiv Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, October 25, 2:00 p.m. 412-977-2010

Listen Locally: Pianist Tom Roberts brings a multi-media presentation of his original compositions for Charlie Chaplin’s short films. Season Premier of ACFL&MH’s chamber music series, October 30, 7:30 p.m., Maggie Forbes, 412-276-3456, x 8

Fall Musical: To Be Announced Stage 62. November 7-9, 14-16, 21-22, Friday and Saturday at 8:00 p.m.; Sunday at 2:00 p.m. www.stage62.org, 412-429-6262

The Nutcracker: presented by Carnegie Performing Arts Center, December 5-7, 11-14. Tickets available at door. For group sales or information call 412-279-8887 or visit www.carnegieperforming

“T’ai Chi” from page 12

Swartz has studied T’ai Chi Ch’uan since 1973 with four senior students of Grand Master Cheng Man-Ching”. Stan has taught in New York City, Florida, Europe and Puerto Rico. In 1982 he returned to Pittsburgh, where he offers beginning through advanced level classes.

The 10-week session for T’ai Chi beginners will take place Mondays 10:00—11:00 a.m. starting May 12. There will be no class on Memorial Day (May 26). Tuition is $130 for the 10-week course. To register for classes contact Stan Swartz at 412-421-8580 or visit www.swartztaichi.com.
Heartfelt thanks to the people who so generously support the Andrew Carnegie Free Library & Music Hall. Each donation makes a difference! This list includes gifts received after October 22, 2013. If you have any questions about your donation please contact Maggie Forbes at (412) 276-3456 x8.

Toni Allen  
Nancy & William Barnard  
Dolores & John Barber  
Leah Bauer  
Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks  
Peter & Rose Caliguiri  
Walter & Pat Chapman  
Raymond A. Charley  
Diane & John Cima  
Dr. Samuel Cross, Jr.  
Terry & Marianne Cummings  
Douglas & Constance Davis  
Donald Davis  
Maggie Forbes  
Michelle & John Frego  
Rose & Stanley Giarrusso  
Vincent and Mary Grogan  
Metro Haritan, Jr.  
Georgienne & James Hein  
Tom and Ming Medwig  
Tiffany Merovich Winter  
Richard Meyer  
Robert Moll  
Steven & Rosanne Moore  
Nevillewood Neighbors  
Jim O’Leary  
Catherine S. Opaska  
Harry & Carol Ostaffe  
Betty Parilla  
Marcella Perpetua  
John Pitrone  
The Pittsburgh Foundation  
PNC Foundation  
PPG Industries Foundation  
Quest Diagnostics Cytology Department  
Robert & Bonnie Reynolds  
Carol Cusick & Patrick Riley  
James Rodgers  
Lynn & Tom Gilley  
Robert J. Gorny  
Marlene M. Grazier  
Christopher & Kathleen Green  
Irla Grissom  
Martin Herman  
Hillman Company  
Jack Buncher Foundation  
Barbara B. Johnston  
Kenneth Kincak  
John & Jeanie Kish  
Carolee Krasneski  
John Kripp  
Laurel Foundation  
Phyllis-Lynne Leithauser  
Daniel & Claudia Losego  
John & Mel Luke  
Tom & Lucy Lusk  
Bill & Georgia Manby  
Betsy Bell Martin  
Massey Charitable Trust  
Adrienne Aldisert Masucci  
Alice McFarland  
Edward & Terry McLean  
Andrew & Heather Roman  
Jeanne D. Rosen  
Emil & Betsy Riddle Ruderfer  
Aggie Sanker  
Mary Schepis  
David & Donna Spinda  
James C. & Judith A. Stalder  
Matt & Sam Swider  
Betsy & Tom Teti  
Paul E. Thomas  
Dick & Ginny Thornburgh  
Leonard Tiberio  
Jacqueline & Roy Bowen Weaver  
Debra & Allen Weigner  
Dr. Joanne Bevilacqua Weiss  
WesBanco  
Michael & Elizabeth Wheat  
Wilma White  
Barbara Williams  
Woman’s Club of Upper St. Clair  
Clyde & Carmie Woods

1911 Catalogue: A Key to the Treasure

The members of the Espy Post had a profound understanding of the Civil War as the defining chapter in the nation’s history that they wanted to share with future generations. When the Library & Music Hall opened in 1901 the building conveyed a sense of importance, grandeur and permanence. By 1906 the veterans had forged an agreement with the Library Commission to custom furnish a second floor room where Post members could meet and house their relics and records.

The Library & Music Hall knows all this because in 1911 the Espy Post produced a catalogue that provided the ACFL&MH an extraordinary blueprint for the restoration of the room. The catalogue includes a picture of all four walls of the post showing exactly what it looked like in 1911. More importantly 176 artifacts are described, some simply, some in great detail.

The ACFL&MH worked with Bernadette Kazmarski to reproduce a faithful facsimile of the catalogue, right down to the textured felt finish cover. Indeed the most discernible difference from the original is the greater clarity of the centerfold photographs.

“We would have been lost without this catalogue,” says Espy Post Curator Diane Klinefelter. “It establishes provenance and the basis for further research. It also conveys rich, sometimes heart-wrenching stories. The veterans were certainly looking out for us, showing us the way to honor their stated intention from the catalogue’s preface.”

The catalogues are for sale for $10 at the Library’s circulation desk, or through the mail for a payment of $11.50 to cover shipping and handling.
The Andrew Carnegie Free Library & Music Hall gratefully acknowledges the following honorary and memorial contributions, which help support the campaign to restore, revitalize and renovate the historic facility. Gifts to the ACFL&MH are a very thoughtful way to honor or memorialize someone special.

Honorary and Memorial Contributions

Honor Gifts
Jackson Keeney
Alice LaBarre

Memorial Gifts
Leo Sienicki
Anna Bodnar
James & Lori Collins
Estate of Leo Sienicki
Mary Ann Fiorentini
Margaret J. Forbes
Rose Kutsenkow
Kenneth Lasota, Ph.D & Rebecca Stanhope, Ed.D.
Bill & Georgia Manby
Ronnie Mazur
Melvin & Carolyn Rex
Richard Sienicki
Robert & Sheila Sienicki

James & Chirl Sienicki
Annette Stewart
Stella & Ken Szafrenki
Wayne & Judith Szafrenski

Jim White
Brenda White

Jean-Marie Wilt
Quest Diagnostics Cytology Department

Book Gifts
Judy Astfalk
Judy Astfalk Family
Rachel Ayoub
Helene DalCanton
Marilyn Dorn
Dolores & Patricia Nelson

Frances A. Herleman
Maggie Forbes
Justine Hvostal
Dorothy Koehler
Willard Koehler

Willie Leone
Bill Manby

Kevin Manning
Fred & Linda Majewicz
Robert Mauti
Janice & Augie Mauti
Elia Mae McMurray
Ruth & Peggy Rutkauskas
Kathy & Chuck Zinzki Family
Louis Morelli
Joanne Kuczinski
Estelle Musico
Susan M. Barton
James & Lois Roman
Kathleen & Christopher Green
Jean-Marie Wilt
Sharlene Romain & Family
Jack & Betts Zinkand
Janet & Ken Sharp

Lenora! Donors and Attendees

Event Donors
Dolores & John Barber
Paul & Judith Bergman
Marty & Debbie Powell
Stephen Teresi
Thornburg Community Center
Station Capital Management
Zarina Urrea
Michael S. Wheeler

Event Attendees
Dick & Bonnie Anton
Dolores & John Barber
Jim Blue
Rosemarie Brelitch
Louise Bugna
Rick Campbell
James & Lynne Cawley
Mary Lou Christie
Matt Churilla
Ron & Darlene Cindrich
Ryan & Ren Cindrich
Janet & Pasquale DeBlasio
Rick & Debbie D’Loss
Anna & Joe Durante
Lois Dykeman
Bonita Farinelli
Bob Firth
Maggie Forbes
Sally Ford
Charles & Kevin Fleck
Robert & Ann Fronduti
Marjorie & Stephen George
Tom Gillen
Clare Goetz
Tucker & Katie Gordon
Kathleen & Christopher Green
Cindy Judd Hill
Rosalyn Hoffman
Rob James
Patricia Prattis Jennings
Curtis & Kathleen Johnson
Gerrie Ketler
Shirley Kerman
Arthur J. Kerr
Diane Kleinfelter
Jack Kobistek
Bill & Helen Krayer
Pat & Frant Kurtz
Jennifer Kweicien
Mary Ellen Leigh
John & Mel Luke
Bill & Georgia Manby
Dane & Bob Marshall
Betsy Martin
Roberta Masco
Lisa Mazzarese
Anna McDonough
Bill McDowell
Carol & Bob Miller
Patricia Miller
Colleen Mindzak
Bob & Valerie Moll
Susan & Steve Monteverde
Ed & Lisa Moretti
Kathleen Mulligan
Lenora Nemetz
Sherry & Pete Niepp
Lorraine & Charles Novelli
Mary Ann Paff
Nancy Park
Lynn Pascoe & John Heiner

A.J. Pescuric
Adam Piscitelli
Mike Rago
Camille Rolla
Jeanne & Diane Jackson Rudov
Peggy Rutkauskas
Kathleen Santa
Addie Santodanato
George Arnold & Larry Scott
William L. Scott
Roger Sembrat
Robert L. Taylor

Bill & Denise Brown
Lydia & William Blakenship
Cary & Kenneth Bohl
John & Rita Cindrich Botula
Robert & Bonnie Cindrich
Rita E. Coutsas
Robert & Debra Davies
Patricia & Charles Foley
Jennifer Garczyk
Erika & David Hornyak
Nina Kouvanis
Mel & Joh Luke
Kenneth & Lenora Lund
Betsy Martin
Gary & Marguerite Matz
Joe & Joni Negri
Northwest Savings Bank
John Pawlik
Bernadette Bishop Pirolo
Plus Consulting

Paul Thompson
Judy & Tom Thompson
Jack Toomey
Jim Turnbull
Robert Ulmstead
Anthony Vitullo
Tim & Nancy Volk
Wayne Yeager
Allison Yeske
Carolyn & Dick Westerhoff
T’ai Chi Comes to Carnegie

Marlene Smith-Pendleton was introduced to T’ai Chi Ch’uan in 1986 when she took classes in Regent Square. Though she’s taken classes since it hasn’t been a regular part of her life for several years, and she misses it. Now an ACFL&MH Trustee, she knew when she first saw the bright airy Studio that it would be a great place for T’ai Chi. She also knew that T’ai Chi would be great for the Library & Music Hall and great for people in the community. “It’s so beneficial in so many ways.”

She contacted her former instructor Stan Swartz, set up a meeting with Maggie Forbes and a 10-week course begins Monday May 12. “I think I found a way to fit it into my busy life,” laughed Smith-Pendleton.

T’ai Chi is often described as “meditation in motion”, but it might well be called “medication in motion.” There is growing evidence that this mind-body practice, which originated in China as a martial art, has value in treating or preventing many health problems.

T’ai Chi is a system of exercise which slows the deterioration in muscle, bone strength and agility that naturally accompanies aging. Based on the principles of T’ai Chi, there is nothing natural about the way most people age. Wrong exercise, stress, bad habits, accidents, fear, etc. account for this so-called “natural” aging. Through T’ai Chi practitioners can retain and in many ways improve their strength, flexibility, balance and mental ability by efficiently using their minds, muscles, skeleton and breath.

When asked “why practice T’ai Chi”, Grand Master Cheng Man-Ching responded, “The most important reason to do T’ai Chi is that when you finally reach the place where you understand what life is about, you’ll have the health to enjoy it!”

“Which does not mean you need to be middle-aged to take the class,” says instructor Stan Swartz. “I’m excited about bringing this to the Library.”